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Abstract: Poor economy is one of the key problems that restrict the development of user-side 
energy storage. So the user-side energy storage needs to provide multiple services to improve 
economy. In this paper, comprehensively considering time-shift energy arbitrage service and 
frequency regulation service, a whole-life-cycle income model of energy storage based on the 
relationship between charge/discharge rate and battery life is proposed to maximize the income of 
energy storage. The economic optimal operational strategy is also proposed. Based on this model 
and the data of PJM electricity market, the economy of various operational strategies is simulated. 
The results show that the optimal control strategy for energy storage to provide time-shift energy 
arbitrage service is to charge/discharge at 1.0 C, and the optimal control strategy for providing 
frequency regulation service is to charge/discharge at 5.38 C. Taking the 8000 kW/1000 kWh 
energy storage as an example, the benefit of energy storage providing time-shift energy arbitrage 
service changed from negative to positive after the optimized regulation strategy adopted, and the 
cost-benefit ratio of frequency regulation increased by 79.2 %. 

1. Introduction 
At present, the main application mode of energy storage is to provide time-shift energy arbitrage, 

but its low rate of return limits the development of the energy storage industry. Literature [1] 
established a cost model for the whole life cycle of energy storage, but the model only analyzed the 
cost structure in the whole life, and did not establish detailed cost models. Literature [2] proposed 
an investment optimization model for energy storage in the whole power system to evaluate the 
benefits, but its cost model is relatively simple. In 2016, H. Dagdougui et al. [3] proposed a storage 
capacity allocation model considering photovoltaic power generation, and simulated the analysis of 
the energy storage system's participation in reducing peak load. Lou Suhua et al. [4] proposed a 
variable life model of battery energy storage in 2015, considering the effect of depth of discharge on 
battery life, but did not consider the charge and discharge rates to the battery energy storage life. 

Based on the battery cycle life model, considering factors such as charge/discharge rate and 
battery life, the whole-life-cycle income model is proposed to maximize energy storage income. 
The optimal operational strategy for time-shift energy arbitrage service and frequency regulation 
service is proposed. A case study is carried out based on this model and electricty price data to 
verify the effectiveness of the optimized operational strategy  

2. Battery cycle life model 
According to the research of Li Xinran et al. [5], the cycle life model considering the discharge 

depth was used in this paper. Based on the variable life model proposed by Lou Suhua et al. [4], the 
discharge electricty at different rates was converted into the equivalent discharge depth, and the 
battery cycle life model was constructed. 
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In the equation, n is the cycle life of energy storage; rD is the rated discharge depth, the 
corresponding number of cycles is rN ; aD is the depth of discharge under actual conditions; R is 
the operating rate; 0t is the charging or discharging time; a , b , and c are all obtained by fitting the 
actual operating data. 

From equations (1), (2), and (3), the cycle life of energy storage decreases as charge/discharge 
rate increases. The model can be used to calculate the cycle life of energy storage in different 
operating modes to determine the number of battery replacements throughout project operation 
period . 

3. Whole-life-cycle income model of energy storage 
3.1. Objective function 

The total income of the energy storage is two kinds of services revenue minus its cost. The 
function aims to maximize the total profit M . 

0max = + −e fM B B C     (4) 

In the equation: eB  is the income of time-shift energy arbitrage service ; fB  is the income of 
frequency regulation service; 0C is the whole-life-cycle cost. 

3.1.1. Time-shift energy arbitrage service income 
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In the equation: dE is the electricity price during discharging period; cE is the electricity price 
during charging period; ( )dP t and ( )cP t are the discharging and charging power of the energy storage 
at time t. 

3.1.2. Frequency regulation service income 
Based on the market rules of PJM ancillary services, the frequency regulation income consists of 

two parts: capacity compensation and mileage compensation. 
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In the equation: rP is the charge/discharge power of frequency regulation ; fE is the capacity 
price; pfE is the mileage price; K is the operating performance score; λ is the mileage ratio 
between Reg D and Reg A; t∆ is the average duration of each frequency regulation; T  is total 
frequency regulation time in one day. 
3.1.3. Whole-life-cycle cost 

The whole-life-cycle cost of energy storage is mainly composed of initial investment cost, 
replacement cost and maintenance cost. 
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In the equation: maxQ is energy storage rated electricity; maxP is energy storage rated power; repC is 
the cost of battery replacement; fomC is the operation and maintenance cost; eC is the unit price of 
lithium ion battery; η is the charge and discharge efficiency; pC is the unit price of the power 
conversion equipment and construction cost. 
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In the equation: 0N is the number of battery replacements; m is the charging and discharging 
times in one day; u is annual reduction rate of battery price; r is the discount rate; exeC is the unit 
price of maintenance cost in one year. 

3.2. Restrictions  
3.2.1. Power constraints 
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In the equation: 1u and 2u are 0-1 variables of discharge and charge power for the corresponding 
period. These constraints limit that storage energy cannot be charged and discharged at the same 
time, and the operating power cannot exceed the rated power. 

3.2.2. Electricity constraints  
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In the equation: 0Q is the initial electricty of energy storage; ( )Q t is the energy storage electricty 
at time t; ( )S t is the state of charge (SOC) of energy storage at time t; minS and maxS are the upper 
and lower limits of energy storage SOC. 

4. Case analysis 
In this paper, two kind of energy storage operation strategies are proposed. The first strategy is to 

operate at rated power; the second strategy is to operate at optimal rate, which is the optimization 
method proposed. 
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4.1. Parameters setting 
The energy storage cluster consists of 500 kW/1000 kWh (A), 1000 kW/1000 kWh (B), 2000 

kW/1000 kWh (C), 4000 kW/1000 kWh (D), and 8000 kW/1000 kWh (E). The project running 
period N is 10 years. The PJM market data in May 2018 was used for analysis. 

4.2. Calculation results and analysis 
4.2.1. Economic analysis of time-shift energy arbitrage service 

As shown in Fig. 1, the profit of 1000 kWh energy storage providing time-shift energy arbitrage 
service will increases first with power then decreases. The reason is that as charge and discharge 
rate increases, the degradation of battery performance leads to an increase in the number of battery 
replacements, which in turn leads to an increase in the life cycle cost. After a certain inflection point, 
the income of time-shift energy arbitrage service exceeds its operating cost, resulting in a decrease 
in energy storage profit. 

In this mode, the optimal power of 1000 kWh energy storage is 1000 kW, and the corresponding 
optimal operating rate is 1.0 C. Therefore, the optimal operating power of energy storage A and B is 
its rated power; the optimal operating power of energy storage C, D, E is 1000 kW. Taking energy 
storage E as an example, the time-shift arbitrage service profit of the energy storage in the rated 
power mode is ￥-97.88 million, and the service profit in the optimal power mode is ￥1,200,600. 
After adopting optimized control strategy, the time-shift energy arbitrage profit of 8000 kW/1000 
kWh turned from negative to positive. 

 

Fig. 1 Relation of the time-shift arbitrage profit and power 

4.2.2. Economic analysis of frequency regulation service 

 

Fig. 2 Relation of the frequency regulation profit and time or power 
As shown in Fig. 2, the frequency regulation service profit of 1000 kWh energy storage will 

increases first and then decreases with the increase of operating power. The optimal operating 
power is 5384 kW, and the optimization operation strategy of energy storage is to charge/dischage 
at 5.38 C. Therefore, the optimal operating power of energy storage A, B, C, D is its rated power; 
the optimal operating power of energy storage E is 5384 kW. Taking energy storage E as an 
example, the operating cost of the energy storage in the rated power mode is ￥221 million. In the 
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optimal rate mode, the frequency regulation profit is ￥396 million. After the energy storage adopts 
the optimized operation strategy, its profit of frequency regulation service increased by 79.2 %. 

5. Conclusions
In order to improve economy, energy storage can provide a variety of services. In this paper, 

considering the factors such as charge/discharge rate and battery life, aiming at maximizing system 
income, the whole-life-cycle income model and the optimal control strategy are proposed. Applying 
this model combined with PJM market data, the economy of two kind operation strategies is 
simulated and analyzed. The main findings are as follows: 

According to the energy storage whole-life-cycle income model, the optimal control strategy for 
energy storage to provide the time-shift energy arbitrage service is to charge/dischage at 1 C, and 
the optimal control strategy for energy storage to provide the frequency regulation service is to 
charge/dischage at 5.38 C. 

After adopting optimized control strategy, the time-shift energy arbitrage profit of 8000 kW/1000 
kWh turned from negative to positive, and its cost-benefit ratio of frequency regulation service 
increased by 79.2%. 
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